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1. Introduction 
  I  p r e s e n t  t h r o u g h  t h i s  p a p e r  a  personal  scientific  contribution  which  reflects  the  technique  of  the 
estimation concerning the life-testing of the products by the help of the group indexes numbers for the 
continuous variables. The section 2 presents „the method of the little squares” for to learn the parametres of 
the Rayleigh function and the calculation of the group index numbers concerning Mean Time for the working 
of the electronic blocks for the command of the liner aircrafts BAC 1-11 in the current period T  face to the 
base period 0. The section 3 reflects some formulas with a view to the calculation of the group indexes 
numbers for the continuous variables. In this sense, I present  the study of the variation in time for the 
continuous  variables,  respectively  the  group  indexes  numbers  for  the  continuous  variables  where  the 
factories  X  and  Y  vary  according  to  the  exponential  functions.  These  group  indexes  numbers  for  the 
continuous variables were very little treated in the history of the statistics. The state of the art in this domain 
is represented by the essential research belongs to Ioan Florea who elaborated the Factors Paths Method 
which it’s a statistical analysis model concerning the road of the factors which it’s under the shape of the arc 
of curve [7]. 
 
2. The application of „the method of the little squares” with a view to the calculation the parametres of 
the Rayleigh function 
  In the laboratory for trials of the firm BRITISH AEROSPACE from the Great Britain, one hundred electronic 
blocks for the command of the liner aircrafts Bac 1-11 arrived in the year 2008 for to establish a „life-testing”. 
We want to know if the average length for the uninterrupted working of the electronic bloks for the command 
of the liner aircrafts BAC 1-11 growed or diminished in the current period T face to the base period 0. The 
repartition of the time is on type Rayleigh, when the working is good: 
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θ θ , where:  0 > t  ,  0 > θ                                                            (1) 
  All the experiment it stops after the desertion of eleven electronic blocks (r = 11). The values of the times 
when the working of the electronic blocks in 2007 is good, respectively in 2010  is also,  are present in the 
t a b l e  n o  1 .  E i t h e r  t h e  l a w  o f  t h e  R a y l e i g h  r e p a r t i t i o n ,  w h i c h  i s  a  private  case  of  the  Weibull  law 
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θ θ 1 ) , , ( for k=2, and which it remarks the evolution of the variable  t in the base period 0:  
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  We will calculate the parametre θ  through „the method of the little squares”. From the ecuation (1) we 
will obtain: 
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If we logarithmate in the base e the relation (2), we will have:      
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If we will logarithmate again in the base e, but on the relation (3), we will obtain the next relation: 
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we will have:             
                                                                                    
i x i y t = ⋅ + ln 2 α                                                                                        (6) 
It applys „the method of the little squares” and it obtains:    
                                                                  . min ) ln 2 (
2
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= ⋅ − − =∑
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i i t y S α                                                                       (7)     
                                                                                   
i x i y t = ⋅ + ln 2 α    
 
Table 1.  The distribution of the times when the working of the blocks for the 
                        electronic command of the liner aircrafts BAC 1-11 is good in 2008, also in 2010 
                    The flying time   
I  i t (hours)  
(2008) 
'
i t  (hours)    
(2010) 
 
) ( i t F  
 
i t ln  
' ln i t   i x y  
    1  10050  10100      0,005      9,215      9,220    -5,298 
    2  10122  10128      0,015      9,222      9,223    -4,199 
    3  10284  10246      0,025      9,238      9,234    -3,688 
    4  10331  10367      0,035      9,242      9,246    -3,352 
    5  10415  10445      0,045      9,251      9,253    -3,101 
    6  10497  10532      0,055      9,258      9,262    -2,900 
    7  10573  10643      0,065      9,266      9,272    -2,733 
    8  10680  10724      0,075      9,276      9,280    -2,590 
    9  10775  10870      0,085      9,284      9,293    -2,465 
  10  10890  10952      0,095      9,295      9,301    -2,353 
  11  10940  11000      0,105      9,300      9,305    -2,253 
Total        101,847  101,889  -34,932 
  * The dates were processed after Martin Fleische „The management, technique and fiability of aircrafts”  
     Southamgton University Press,  2003, Great Britain. 
 
If we will derive the sum S  in relation with α , and then we will put the condition of nullity, we will have: 
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Therefore,  69327 , 21 − = α .     
Also,  69327 , 21 ln − = θ  and    
10 69327 , 21 10 7908146 , 3
− − ⋅ = = e θ .  
Therefore, the form of the Rayleigh repartition in the base period 0 will be:   
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−
− = ⋅   
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Analogous, in the case of the current period T, the value of the parametre 
' α  will be  700909 , 21
' − = α , and 
700909 , 21 ln
' − = θ . Therefore, 
10 700909 , 21 ' 10 7619668 , 3
− − ⋅ = = e θ , the Rayleigh function in the current 
period T  will be: 
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⋅ ⋅ − −
−
− = ⋅  
The values of the Rayleigh repartition present in the column number 4 from the table no. 1,were calculated 
through the formula: 
                                                                  
n
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=   where:  r i , 1 = and n =100.                                                        (9) 
Because the Rayleigh function has the positive values and small enough, we will effect the next aproximation: 
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A l s o ,  w e  h a d  u s e d  t h e  p r o p e r t y  t h a t  t h e  s u m  o f  t h e  e m p i r i c a l  v a lues  i y  i s  e q u a l  w i t h  t h e  s u m  o f  t h e  
theoretical values 
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Mean Time for the uninterrupted working of the electronic blocks for the command of the liner aircrafts BAC 1-11 in 
the base period 0, will be:     
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We will use the substitution:   
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In the background of the relation (14), we used the Gamma integral of the Euler which has the next form:  
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 and the property that: 
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Analogous, Mean Time for the uninterrupted working of the electronic blocks for the command of the liner 
aircrafts BAC 1-11 in the current period T, will be:  
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The group index numbers concerning Mean Time for the working of the electronic blocks in the current 
period T  face to the base period 0, will be:  
                                 0038 , 1
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IT    or   100,36 %              
In conclusion, Mean Time for the uninterrupted working of the blocks for the electronic command of the liner 
aircrafts BAC 1-11 had growed in the current period T face to the base period 0, respectively in 2010 face to 
2008, with 0,38 %.  
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  Also, we can apply „the Factors Paths Method” for the analysis of the variation in time the level’s of the 
continuous variables from a statistic colectivity. 
 E i t h e r   ) , ( Y X Z ϕ =  a complex continuous variable defined through the multiplication of the qualitative 
variable X and the quantitative variable Y.   
  The continuous variable Z belongs to the statistics colectivity examined. 
  In the case of the arithmetical decomposition, we have [7]: 
- the influence in the absolute sizes of the qualitative factor X on the variation of the continuous variable Z, in 
the current t period face of the base 0 period, will be: 
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- the influence in the absolute sizes of the qualitative factor Y on the variation of the continuous variable Z, in 
the current t period face of the base 0 period, will be: 
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In the case of the geometrical decomposition, we have [7]: 
- the influence in the absolute sizes of the qualitative factor X on the variation of the continuous variable Z, in 
the current t period face of the base 0 period, will be: 
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- the influence in the absolute sizes of the quantitative factor Y on the variation of the continuous variable Z, 
in the current t period face of the base 0 period, will be: 
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- the influence in the absolute sizes of the qualitative factor X and of the quantitative factor Y on the variation 
of the continuous variable Z, in the current t period face of the base 0 period, will be: 
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If we apply the test of the reversibility of the factors formulated by Fisher, we have: 
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  Consequently, the group indexes numbers of the variation concerning the level for the logarithm of the 
complexe continuous variable Z, under the influence of the qualitative factor X and under of the influence of 
the quantitative factor Y, are [7]: 
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  The analysis of the variation in time or in space of the levels of the specific feature from a statistics 
colectivity  it’s  materializes  for  the  continuous  variables  who  take any  value  in  a  certain  interval.  In  the 
factoryal analysis through the method of the indexes numbers, the group indexes numbers constructed for 
continuous variables are used by success. They expres the influence of the variation the factors xi and yi on 
the level of the complexe continuous variable zi  who it’s examined. 
  The group indexes numbers for the continuous variables were very little treated in the history of the 
statistics, and they measure the relative average variation in  time or in space of the levels for the same 
variable continous who belongs to a statistical colectivity. These indexes reflect with a choice finesess the 
changes from the social-economic life, the progress or the regress in a certain domain. 
  The group indexes numbers for the continuous variables represent a true „picture of the board” of the 
variation in time or in space of the variables who make the object of the statistical investigation.  
 
3. The group indexes numbers for continuous variables. 
  The analysis of the dynamic or of the variation in space the level’s of the specific feature from a statistics 
colectivity it’s materializes both for the discreets variables  and for the continuous variable who take any 
value in a certain interval. Either Z a continuous variable who has a single size and who was taked under 
observation in a investigation programme. All the continuous variables zi , where  n i , 1 = , have any value in 
the  intervals:  ] [
0 0, β α z z i n  t h e  b a s e  0  p e r i o d ,   ] [ , T T z z β α   in  the  current  T  period  and  ] [
1 1, − − T T z z β α in  the 
previous T-1  period. We formulate the assumption through   
which the continuous variable Z has a repartition of density f(z) who it comes true the conditions:               
                                                                            0 ) ( ≥ z f     and    1 ) ( = ∫
+∞
∞ −
dz z f                                                                (30) 
  When we measure the dynamic of the average level for a continuous variable Z on a statistics colectivity, 
in the curren t T period face of the base  0 period, then the group index numbers with fixed base of the 
variation of the average level for a continuous variable Z will be:  
                                                                                      
∫
∫
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⋅
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T                                                                          (31) 
  When  we  calculate  the  dynamic  of  the  average  level  for  a  continuous  variable  Z  on  a  colectivity 
investigated, in the current T period face of the previous T-1 period, the group index numbers with mobile 
base of  the average level for a continuous variable Z will be:            
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 E i t h e r   Y X Z ⋅ =  a complex continuous variable defined through the multiplication of  two variables: X 
the qualitative variable and Y the quantitative variable.   
  The influence in the absolute sizes of the qualitative factor xi on the variation of the continuous variable zi, 
for each statistical unit i,  where  n i , 1 =  , in the current T period face of the base 0 period, will be [7]: 
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  The influence in the absolute sizes of the quantitative factor yi on the variation of the continuous variable 
zi, for each statistical unit i,  where  n i , 1 = , in the current T period face of the base 0 period, will be:                                 
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  The rhythm of the variation (of the growth or of the subtraction) of the level for the complexe continuous 
variable Z under the influence of the factor qualitative X on the colectivity who was investigated, in the  
current T period face of the base 0 period, will be: 
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x
dy dx y x f y x  = the average level of the influences in absolutes sizes of the qualitative factor 
X on the variation of the level of the complexe continuous variable Z;  
 g(x) and h(y) = the densities of  the repartition for the continuous variables X and Y;            
  f1(x,y) = the density of the repartition for a function   ) , ( y x ϕ ; 
dy dx∧  = the exterior multiplication of the dx and dy.   
 T h e   v a r i a b l e s   X and Y take any value in the intervals :  ] , [ β α , respectively  ] , [ λ γ .     
 T h e n ,  the group index numbers of the variation of the level for a complexe continuous variable Z under the 
influence of the qualitative factor X on the colectivity who was investigated, in the current T period face of the 
base 0 period, will be:       
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  The rhythm of the growth or of the subtraction of the level for the complexe continuous variable Z under 
the influence of the quantitative factor Y on the colectivity who was examinated, in the current T period face 
of the base 0 period, will be:      
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where:  ∫∫ ∧
] , [ ] , [
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x
dy dx y x f y x average level of the influences in absolutes sizes of the quantitative 
factor Y on the variation of the level of the complexe continuous variable Z; 
f2(x,y) = the density of the repartition for a function   ) , ( y x ξ . 
  The group index numbers of the variation of the level for a complexe continuous variable Z under the 
influence of the quantitative factor Y  on the colectivity who was examinated, in the current T period face of 
the base 0 period, will be:  
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Either  Y X Z ⋅ =   a    complexe  continuous  variable,  where  the  factories  X a n d  Y  vary  according  to  the 
exponential functions at the level to each statistical unit i from a colectivity who was investigated [7]: 
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We  fo rmu l a te  the  a ssu m pti on  thr ou gh w hi ch the  v ari ab l e s X and Y vary concomitantly according to the 
function: 
                                                                f(x,y) : 
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The influence in the absolute sizes of the qualitative factor xi on the variation of the level of the continuous 
variable zi  for each unit statistical i, in the current T period face of the base 0 period, will  be:                                                     
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  The rhythm of the variation (of the growth or of the subtraction) of the level for a continuous variable Z 
under the influence of the factor qualitative X  on the colectivity investigated, in the current T period face of 
the base 0 period, will be:                  
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where: ∫∫ ∧ ⋅
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dy dx y x y x φ ω =  the  average  level  of  the  influences  in  absolute  sizes  of  the 
qualitative factor X  on the colectivity investigated;  
) , ( 1 y x φ  = the density of the repartition for a function  ) , ( y x ω . 
T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  g r o u p  i n d e x  n u m b e r s  o f  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  t h e  l e v el  for  a  continuous  variable  Z u n d e r  t h e  
influence of the factor qualitative X on the colectivity who was examinated, in the current T period face of the 
base 0 period, will be:                                                                                                                           
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  The influence in absolute sizes of the quantitative factor yi on the variation of the level for a continous 
variable zi on each statistical unit from the colectivity analysed, in the current T period face of the base 0 
period, will be:       
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  Then, the rhythm of the growth or of the subtraction of the level for a continuous variable Z under the 
influence of the quantitative factor Y on the colectivity investigated, in the current T period face of the base 0 
period, will be: 
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where:  ∫∫ ∧
] , [ ] , [
2 ) , ( ) , (
d c x b a
dy dx y x y x φ μ =  the  average  level    of  the  influences  in  absolute  sizes  of  the 
quantitative factor on the colectivity analysed;  
) , ( 2 y x φ  =  the density of the repartition for a function  ) , ( y x μ . 
 
  So, the group index numbers of the variation of the level for a continuous variable Z under the influence of 
the quantitative factor Y on the colectivity investigated, in the current T period face of the base 0 period, will 
be:                       
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  A private case of the group indexes numbers construct for the continuous variables is Divisia index, who 
was  discover  by  F.  Divisia  in  1926  [1].  We  formulate  the  assumption through which  the  prices  and the 
quantities  of  the  products  j,  where  m j , 1 = ,  vary  continuous  depending  on  time.  Then,  the  absolute 
deviation in the case of the continuous variation for the value of the products j, in the current t period face of 
the base 0 period, will be:    
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  The rhythm of the growth or of the subtraction of the value for the products j, in the current t period face 
of the base 0 period, will be:    
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  Therefore, the group index numbers for continuous variable Divisia, in case of  the variations for the 
prices of  the products  j,  will be [1]:   
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where: 
) (
0 /
p V
t D  = the group index numbers Divisia for continuous variables; 
) (t pj = the prices of the products j, where m j , 1 = , depending on time; 
) (t qj = the quantities of the products j, where m j , 1 = , depending on time; 
 
  In another form, the group index numbers Divisia can be: 
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  The group index numbers Divisia satisfy the test of  the circularity and the test of the reversibility in time [1]: 
         - the test of the circularity:               ) (
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         - the test of the revesibility in time:   ) (
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  The group index numbers for continuous variable Divisia, in case of the variations for the quantities of the 
products  j,  will be [1]: 
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4. Conclusions  
  The system of the group indexes numbers constructed for continuous variables, which it’s consisted of the 
indexes numbers 
) / (
0 /
i i i y x z
T I , 
) / (
0 /
i i i x y z
T I  and express the  influence of the variation for the factors xi and yi on the 
level of the complexe continuous variable zi , it’s used by success in the factoryal analysis of the stockastic 
phenomenons through the indexes numbers method.      
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